
PIG ® Absorbent Barrel Top Safety
Message Mat with Poly Backing

SGN1214 Custom,For 55 gal. drums with 2 bungs
(2" Dia.),25 pads per box

Convey critical alerts <i>and</i> keep your poly
drum tops clean with these leak-proof message
mats.

Barrel-top message mats warn or direct
workers, beyond just drum contents, while also
preventing dirty drum tops

-

Create your own custom message in the blank
space provided

-

Ideal for chemical companies, waste facilities,
manufacturing plants and other industrial
setting

-

Fit standard poly drums with perfectly sized
cutouts for bungs

-

Absorb liquid drips, drops and spills-
Leak-proof poly-backing blocks seeping liquids
to prevent dirty drums

-

Bright imagery is easily legible and stands out
to give you confidence that the message will be
noticed

-

Top location of message remains visible even
when drums are grouped in storage with sides
covered by other drums

-

Durable construction of heavyweight mat lasts
over many uses

-

Mats take on the properties of absorbed liquids,
so always take proper precautions when
handling saturated absorbents

-

Specifications

Absorbency Range 1 - 9.9 gal.

Use With 55 gal. drums with 2 bungs (2" Dia.)

Dimensions ext. dia. 22"

Mat Weight Heavyweight

Absorbency Up to 6.62 gal. per box

Absorbency per Up to 33.9 oz. per pad

Brand PIG

Bung Opening 2" & 2"



Category Barrel Top Absorbent Mat Sign

Drum Type Poly Drum

Drum Size 55 gal.

Flammability Specifications Flame Resistant - Will melt and self-extinguish

Fluid Absorbed Oils; Coolants; Solvents; Water; Universal

Indoor/Outdoor Indoor Use

Incinerable Yes

Legend Custom

Reusable No

Special Feature Poly-Backing

Static-Dissipative No

UV Resistant No

Wringable Yes

Sold as 25 pads per box

Weight 6.6 lbs.

# per Pallet 72

Composition Polypropylene

UNSPSC 47131901

Pigalog® Page Number Page 18

Metric Equivalent

Absorbency per Up to 1002.4 mL per pad

Absorbency Up to 25.1 L per box

Weight 3 kg

Dimensions ext. dia. 56cm

Technical Information

http://www.pigalog.com/?PageLabel=18

